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DFW CIOs Reveal Hiring Plans for
Second Half of 2015 Up 13%
Twenty-three percent of Dallas-Fort Worth-area
technology executives recently surveyed expect to expand
their information technology (IT) teams in the second half of
2015, according to the just-released Robert Half Technology
IT Hiring Forecast and Local Trend Report. This compares to
27 percent in the previous six months and 10 percent during
the same time period in 2014. In addition, 66 percent plan to
hire only for open IT roles, 11 percent plan to put hiring plans
on hold, and none expects to reduce their IT staff in the last six
months of the year.
“Technology professionals are in high demand in Dallas, as
many companies focus on implementing IT security and
website build-out projects,” said Nicole Sims, Dallas regional
vice president for Robert Half Technology. “In the last six
months, we’ve seen a tightening talent pool, which means
employers must move quickly and provide competitive
compensation to hire qualified candidates.”
Hiring forecasts are based on interviews with more than
2,500 chief information officers (CIOs) from 25 major U.S.
markets who were asked to provide a six-month hiring
outlook.
Recruiting still remains a challenge, as 49 percent of CIOs
said it’s somewhat or very challenging to find skilled IT
professionals today. They also revealed the skills in greatest
demand within their organizations.
Sixty-three percent of survey respondents said they are
taking action to address recruiting challenges for IT staff. The
following is a breakdown of the steps they are taking:
• Increasing networking activities (50 percent)
• Offering referral bonuses (37 percent)
• Hiring consultants to augment current staff (34 percent)
• Using recruiters or staffing firms (30 percent)
Robert Half Technology offers online job search services at
www.rht.com. Visitors can also request a copy of the Robert
Half Technology 2015 Salary Guide, which includes a wide
range of IT job descriptions.
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BookTime

Ask Yourself:
• Are you more afraid of success than
failure?
• Do you undervalue your worth?
• Are you unaware of the limitations that
keep you from flourishing in your life,
work, and relationships?
Author and executive coach Dr. Donna
Stoneham will be in Dallas on Saturday, June
20th, 2-4 p.m. at Barnes and Noble Preston
Royal to speak about her new book, The

Thriver’s Edge: Seven Keys To Transform the
Way You Live, Love, and Lead (She Writes
Press, May 2015, SoftCover, $16.95, 200
pages ISBN: 13: 9781631529801).
A major reason why people don’t thrive
is because we’re focusing on the wrong
things ― on keeping up rather than waking
up to what matters most. In The Thriver’s
Edge, master executive coach and
transformational leadership expert Dr.
Donna Stoneham uses her powerful
THRIVER model to help readers uncover
the beliefs and fears holding them back
from more fully expressing their gifts. Page
by page, Dr. Stoneham explores the many
ways to develop and integrate the seven
keys – trust, humility, resilience, inner
direction, vision, expansiveness, and
responsibility – that lead to thriving,
illustrating her points with personal stories
and inspirational examples of various
people who have flourished in the midst of
adversity. At the end of each chapter,
powerful reflection questions and practices
encourage readers to put these seven keys
into practice. Practical, applicable, and
transformative, The Thriver’s Edge is a
“coach in a book” that teaches readers to
unleash their potential, fulfill their dreams
and offer their best to the world.
The Thriver’s Edge: Seven Keys To
Transform the Way You Live, Love, and
Lead is available at the Preston Royal
Barnes and Noble Bookstore and online at
BarnesandNoble.com, Amazon.com and
DonnaStoneham.com.

Results

After making the Festival circuit and
getting nominations for Audience Award at
SXSW and Grand Jury prize at Sundance,
Results comes to Dallas. Writer Director
Andrew Bujalski has made four feature
films (Funny Ha Ha, Mutual Appreciation,
Beeswax, and Computer Chess) and has
never been accused of being a crowd
pleaser, appealing to more or less niche
audiences. This time around he puts it all
out there in an attempt at a romantic
comedy. And he nails it.
Set in Austin, we focus on Trevor (Guy
Pearce), a new-age, hardworking small
businessman who owns Power 4 Life. He’s
all about competing with the franchise
gyms and offering something more for
those out there who want to follow his zen
goals working on their physical, mental,
emotional and spiritual life.
Trevor’s top personal trainer Kat (Cobie

Smulders) is all about
fitness, literally chasing
down one of her clients
and shaming her for
sneaking a cookie.
Recently rich (you’ll
have to see the film to
find out how he got his
millions) New Yorker
Danny (Kevin Corrigan)
moves to Texas to start a
new life after his divorce.
After seeing TV
commercials for Power 4
Life, Danny checks out
Trevor to get him on a path to self
improvement. Danny says he just wants to
be able to take a punch and not fall down.
Kat inherits the client and the rest is all
about getting Results.
Bujalski brings us a cast of my faves;
Giovanni Ribisi as a squirrelly lawyer
Danny meets in a bar and Anthony
Michael Hall as Grigory Volkov, a
kettlebell guru from Marfa, Texas.
Results is what indies are all about; a
quirky flick filled with complicated and
complex characters and although it might
sound like just another rom-com, it’s
definitely not. Bujalski gives us just the
right amount of depth to make us care. I
didn’t laugh out loud, but I smiled a lot.

★★★★✰ Juanita Brown, Film Critic.
Exclusive Landmark Magnolia; MPAA
Rated R (for language, some sexual
content and drug use) 104 minutes.
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Staff Celebrations Come at a Cost
Those office parties don't pay for
themselves, new OfficeTeam research
suggests. More than half (54 percent) of
senior managers interviewed said employees
are asked to contribute money for
celebrations – such as birthdays, anniversaries
and baby showers – at least once a year.
Luckily, most workers are feeling generous:
51 percent of employees stated they are OK
with chipping in occasionally, and a quarter
(25 percent) have no hesitation because they
consider it a good cause.
The surveys of managers and workers
were developed by OfficeTeam, a staffing
service specializing in the placement of
highly skilled administrative professionals.
They were conducted by an independent
research firm and include responses from
more than 300 senior managers at U.S.
companies with 20 or more employees, and
more than 400 U.S. workers 18 years or older
and employed in office environments.
Managers were asked, “On average, how
often are employees at your firm asked to
contribute money to pay for staff celebrations
or events?” Their responses:
Once a month
6%
Once a quarter
17%
Once or twice a year
31%
Never
45%
“Most employees don't mind chipping in
to celebrate coworkers' milestones, but the
requests should be made in moderation,” said
Robert Hosking, executive director of
OfficeTeam. “While no one wants to look like
a party pooper for not participating, being
asked to contribute too often can become a

burden and takes the fun out of events.”
OfficeTeam highlights some do’s and
don’ts when asking coworkers to pitch in for
office parties:
Don’t: Ask everyone to chip in.
Do: Reach out to those who are closest to
the person being recognized. A new employee
or someone who doesn't work directly with the
individual may feel awkward participating.
Don’t: Make it mandatory.
Do: Be clear that contributions are
voluntary. Some staff may choose to lend a
hand in other ways, such as helping to plan or
decorate.
Don’t: Set a required dollar amount.
Do: Invite employees to donate whatever
they are comfortable with.
Don’t: Put others on the spot.
Do: Send an email and circulate an
envelope for anonymous contributions
instead of reaching out to each colleague
individually.
Don’t: Overdo it with the requests.
Do: Combine multiple occasions into
monthly or quarterly office parties. This limits
how often workers are asked to donate
money, and your company may even help
cover the costs.
OfficeTeam, a Robert Half company, is the
nation's leading staffing service specializing
in the temporary placement of highly skilled
office
and
administrative
support
professionals. The company has more than
300 locations worldwide. More information,
including online job search services and the
OfficeTeam Take Note blog, can be found at
officeteam.com.

